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Programming Assignment 1 - CSE11_TurtleGraphics 
 

Due Date:  Wednesday, October 3 @ 11:59 pm 

 

Getting Started Background Info Instructions Extra Credit Turnin Summary 

 

 Assignment Overview 

 

Seven-segment displays are widely used as an electronic display in devices like digital clocks, basic 
calculators, microwave ovens, CD/DVD/DVR, etc. They are most often used to represent numeric digits (0-9) 
but can also be used to display messages using portions of the alphabet. 
 

In this assignment you will use simple turtle graphics to create the individual segments of seven-segment 

displays to spell out a three-line message consisting of the following text: 
 

 0123456789 

 CSE11 2018 

 SAN DIEGO 

 

 Grading 
 

● Style: 20 points - See Style Requirements here 

○ http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11StyleGuidelines.pdf 

● Correctness: 80 points 

● Extra Credit: 5 points - View Extra Credit section for more information. 

 

NOTE: If what you turn in does not compile, you will receive 0 points for this assignment. 

 

 Getting Started 
 

Follow these steps to acquire the starter files 
 

Gathering Starter Files: 

 

Open a new Linux terminal window (usually right-click on the background and select Terminal; do not use the 
graphical icons). In your home directory, make a new directory called pa1 (using the mkdir command) and go 
(change directory - cd) into that directory (in Unix, the tilde ~ expands to your home directory). The 
$ represents your command prompt. What you type in is in bold. 

 
$ mkdir ~/pa1 

 $ cd ~/pa1 

 
Copy the turtleClasses.jar (Java archive) file from the class public directory. This file provides the drawing 
environment for this assignment - all of the turtle graphics code. Notice the single dot at the end of this 
command. The single dot means your current working directory, which is your pa1 directory after you executed 
the cd command above.  The dot dot means the parent directory (one level up in the file system hierarchy). 
Syntax for cp is cp source destination 

 
 $ cp ~/../public/turtleClasses.jar . 

http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11StyleGuidelines.pdf
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Copy the provided Java file named CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java into your ~/pa1 directory. This is the only file 
that needs to be turned in with this assignment. This file will contain all the Java code that will run your 
program. Use vim (or gvim) to edit the file. We will not be using any IDEs, like DrJava or Eclipse, for this class. 
We will be using vim and command-line Linux. (It is your responsibility to make sure all your programs compile 
on the lab computers using the command line instructions in the writeups.) 
 
 $ cp ~/../public/PA1StarterCode/CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java . 

 
If you are not cd'ed into your pa1 directory, you can always use ~/pa1 for the destination instead of . above. 

 
Now for a directory listing to make sure both files were copied into your pa1 directory. ls - list directory 

contents. If you are still cd'ed into your pa1 directory, just use ls. If you are cd'ed somewhere else, ls ~/pa1 

 
 $ ls 

 CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java  turtleClasses.jar 

 

 

 Background Information -- Seven-Segment Displays 
 

In this assignment, you will be creating seven-segment displays, so it is helpful to learn some terminology 

about them.  A seven-segment display is a display made up of seven line segments (crazy, right?) used to 

display an alphabetic character or a numeric digit. 

 

 

 
 

Identification: 
● Each segment is identified using the letters A-G 

 
Position: 

● (x, y) denotes the upper-left corner of the bounding 
box of the seven-segment display 

 
Each segment is either: 

● on (SEGMENT_ON_COLOR) 

● off (SEGMENT_OFF_COLOR) 

(using the predefined Color constants) 

 

 

Note that the bounding box does not take into account the thickness of the individual segments. 

 

Not all uppercase alpha characters (A-Z) are easily rendered with a seven-segment display. In particular, it is 
common to use lowercase d vs. uppercase D to distinguish a d/D from a 0, lowercase g vs. uppercase G to 
distinguish a g/G from a 6, a lowercase b vs. uppercase B to distinguish a b/B from an 8, etc. Also, some alpha 
characters are the same as a numeric digit: S and 5 are the same, O and 0 are the same. An I and a 1 are 
distinguished by which vertical segments are lit. See examples below. 
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Here is an example of one way to 

represent the alphabet and digits. 

 

To help disambiguate some letters 

from digits, we will use the lower-

case versions of b, d, g, n, r, t, y, ... 

Some letters are difficult to represent 

with just seven segments, especially 

those with angles like M, V, W, X, ... 

 

Note the difference between 

displaying the digit 1 (segments B 

and C) and the letter I/i (segments E 

and F). 

 

 
 

 Instructions 
 

To compile your code, use the following javac (Java compile) command at the Linux command line prompt (-cp 
is short for -classpath): 

 
 $ javac –cp ./turtleClasses.jar:. CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java 

 
The -cp (-classpath) indicates we want the Java compiler to use the classes/code in the turtleClasses.jar library 
in the current directory. If we specify a classpath and also want the compiler to look for other files in the current 
directory, then we need to include . as part of the specified classpath. The path separator character is the : 

character. 

 
If your code compiles successfully, a new file named CSE11_TurtleGraphics.class (Java bytecode) will be 
created. 

 
 $ ls 

 CSE11_TurtleGraphics.class  CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java  turtleClasses.jar 

 
To run your program (invoke the Java runtime to execute the commands in the newly created .class bytecode 
file), use the following (note no .java or .class extension -- only the name of the class with your main() method): 

 
 $ java –cp ./turtleClasses.jar:. CSE11_TurtleGraphics 
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Your code will use classes from the turtleClasses library including classes World and Turtle. World is the 
drawing canvas and Turtle is the "pen" that will do the drawing. Turtle extends SimpleTurtle, which is another 
class in turtleClasses. You will only be dealing with methods of SimpleTurtle to do all of your drawing. The 
Javadoc API for this class SimpleTurtle, and other classes in turtleClasses, can be accessed by the 
appropriate link in the Useful Links section of the class home page. You should definitely take a look at the API 
for SimpleTurtle in the turtleClasses docs as all the needed drawing methods are covered there. 

 

Note on the SimpleTurtle methods turnLeft and turnRight: these methods do not make the turtle face in 
the left or right direction. Rather, they rotate the turtle 90 degrees counterclockwise or clockwise, respectively. 

 
Use the starter code in CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java as a starting point. The code for drawing segment A of a 
seven-segment display and the beginnings of the code for drawing segment B and for drawing the digit 0 are 
provided for you. Do not change any of the provided code above the comment 

 
  /* 

   * DO NOT MODIFY ANY CODE ABOVE THIS LINE! 

   */ 

 
The first digit, 0, is positioned so that its top-left corner is at the position START_X, START_Y (40, 40). All x and 

y coordinates passed to the drawing methods represent the upper-left corner of the bounding box of a seven-
segment display. 

 

Use the constants already defined (the private static final identifiers named with ALL CAPS with underscores 
in between the words). 
 
In general, any value other than -1, 0, or 1 is considered a magic number (see the Style Guidelines). 
Using defined constants makes it very easy to change values in one place and the rest of the code will change 
appropriately. 

 
You will need to write additional methods to draw the other digits/characters in the text and call these methods 

from main(). See the comments in the provided starter code. Note: if a particular digit/character appears 

multiple times in the text (such as '1' in CS11 and 2018), do NOT write separate methods for each instance of 

the digit/character. Use just one method and pass in the appropriate x and y values to the method. These x 

and y coordinates correspond to the top-left corner of the bounding box for drawing a seven-segment display.  

 

Use the code given for drawing segment A and the beginnings of drawing segment B and drawing the seven-

segments of the digit 0 as a guide for drawing the other digits/letters, but feel free to use other methods from 

SimpleTurtle that you may find useful. All digits and characters must look like the example output below with 

correct spacing and correct segments on/off. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11/links.html
http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11StyleGuidelines.pdf
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The following diagrams should help with the spacing and offsets of the segments within a single seven-

segment display: 

 

             

 
where X is replaced with the different segment letters 
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The following diagrams should help with the spacing of all the seven-segment displays in the world: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Here is how the final image must look: 

Note the spacing and configuration of each digit/letter.  Your program must match this exactly for full credit.  
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 Extra Credit 
 

● [5 Points] Display a new message of your choice with different colors 

 

Getting Started: 

To start, copy over your CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java file to a new file called EC_CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java. 

 

 $ cp CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java EC_CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java 

 

After copying, be sure to change all instances of “CSE11_TurtleGraphics” to 

“EC_CSE11_TurtleGraphics” so your code can compile.  

 

Important: Your original CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java file must be unchanged. You need both files for turnin.  

 

Compiling: 

You can compile the extra credit program using the following command. 

 

 $ javac –cp ./turtleClasses.jar:. EC_CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java 

 

You can run the extra credit program using the following command. 

 

 $ java –cp ./turtleClasses.jar:. EC_CSE11_TurtleGraphics 

 

EC Requirements: 

● Make a new color scheme for your display. Your color scheme must obey the following restrictions: 

○ Each individual seven-segment display can only have one “on” color and one “off” color 

○ The “off” color must be a darker/muted version of the “on” color, or dark grey 

○ The background color must remain black 

○ Your message must still be easily legible with your color scheme 

● Make a unique message to display. This must involve at least 5 new characters not previously 

included. The size of the world will be the same as before (3 rows of 10 characters) 

○ You are not allowed to use the letters M, V, W, X, or Z as they do not display well with a 7 

segment display. 

○ Be creative! 

 

Here’s an example of a custom message and color scheme. Be creative and come up with your own message! 
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 Turnin Summary 
 

See the turnin instructions here.  Note that there is no README file required for this assignment.  Your file 

names must match the file names below *exactly*. 

 

Due Date: Wednesday night, October 3 @ 11:59 pm 
 

Files required for the Turn-in: 

CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java turtleClasses.jar  

   

Extra Credit Files: 

EC_CSE11_TurtleGraphics.java 

 

 

 

 

 

If there is anything in these procedures which needs clarifying, please feel free to ask any tutor, the instructor, 

or post on the Piazza Discussion Board. 

 

NO EXCUSES! 

NO EXTENSIONS! 

NO EXCEPTIONS! 

NO LATE ASSIGNMENTS ACCEPTED! 

DO NOT EMAIL US YOUR ASSIGNMENT! 

Start Early, Finish Early, and Have Fun! 

http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11TurninInstructions.pdf
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